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SUMMARY

Ellipticine [5,1 l-dimethyl-6//-pyrido-(4,3-6)-carbazole] isa
cytotoxic plant alkaloid that kills cells in all phases of the cell
cycle. However, cells in M and G, were much more sensitive to
the drug than were S and G2 cells. Ellipticine inhibited DNA
and RNA syntheses more than protein synthesis. The greater
cell kill of M and G, cells, compared with that of cells in S and
G2, was not due to a greater inhibition of macromolecule
synthesis in the M and Gj cells.

The amount of ellipticine incorporated by the cells was the
same in different parts of the cell cycle. Ellipticine interacted
with DNA and caused severe chromosome aberrations.

INTRODUCTION

The plant alkaloid ellipticine [5,1 l-dimethyl-6//-pyrido-
(4,3-Â¿>)-carbazole; NSC 71795] has been shown to have
significant antitumor activity against L1210 lymphocytic
leukemia and other tumor systems in vivo (7, 11). A related
compound, 9-methoxyellipticine lÃ¡clate, produced remissions
in patients with myeloblastic leukemia (14). The physiological
disposition of ellipticine in mice bearing L1210 leukemia (10)
has been reported. This study was undertaken to correlate the
sensitivity of mitotic and G! cells to the biochemical effects of
the drug. Parts of this study were previously reported (2).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture. DON cells, a Chinese hamster fibroblast line
(ATCC CCL16), were grown at 37Â°in McCoy's Medium 5a,

modified by the addition of lactalbumin hydrolysate (0.8
g/liter) and fetal calf serum (200 ml/liter). The medium was
obtained from the Grand Island Biological Company, Grand
Island, N. Y. The details of culture maintenance have been
described (2).

The method for determining the percentage of survival of
DON cells exposed to drug has been described previously (2).
The plating efficiencies were about 50% for synchronous cells
and 70% for asynchronous cells. The coefficient of variation
used in determining cell survival was about 15%. L1210
(mouse leukemia) cells were maintained in Roswell Park

Memorial Institute Medium 1634 (Grand Island Biological)
supplemented with NaHC03 (0.075%, w/v), penicillin (0.1
mg/ml), and streptomycin (0.05 nig/ml). The percentage of
survival of L1210 cells that had been treated with ellipticine
was determined by a modification of the cloning method of
Himmelfarb et al. (12), and has been described previously
(16). The cloning efficiency was about 50%. Cells were
counted on the Coulter counter.

Synchronous DON Cells. A modification of the method of
Stubblefield et al. (19) was used to obtain a population of
mitotic cells; this method has been described previously (2).
The characteristics of these mitotic cells as they progressed
through the cell cycle have been described (2).

Determination of Macromolecule Synthesis. The incorpora
tion of radioactive precursors into DNA, RNA, and protein of
DON and LI 210 cells was determined by a method described
previously (2).

Autoradiography and Mitotic Index Determinations. The
slides were prepared for autoradiography, determination of
mitotic index, and photography of chromosomes, as
previously described (1).

Measurement of the Binding of Ellipticine to DNA. The
melting temperature (7^,) of DNA was determined with a
recording thermospectrophotometer (Gilford Instrument
Laboratories, Inc., Oberlin, Ohio). The difference spectra were
measured in the Gary spectrophotometer as described
previously (3).

Source of Materials. Ellipticine and ellipticine-1-14C (5.8

juCi/mg) were obtained from Drug Research and Development,
National Cancer Institute. Ellipticine was dissolved at 10
mg/ml in 0.1 N HC1. Prior to its use, the HC1 was extensivelydiluted (to about 6X IO"4 N), and the controls received the

same concentration of HC1 as did the samples.
Radioactive precursors [TdR-3H,2 UdR-5-3H, and

L-valine-3H (generally labeled)] were obtained from New

England Nuclear, Boston, Mass.
Uptake of Ellipticine-14 C by DON Cells. The method used

was a modification of that described by Hardesty et al. (IO).
The percentage of ellipticine present in the different fractions
(given below in parentheses after each fraction) was obtained
when mitotic DON cells (about 3 X IO6 cells) were incubated
for 1 hr with ellipticine-14C, 5 ^g/ml. Immediately after each
addition of ellipticine-14 C to the monolayer of mitotic DON
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cells, a zero time sample was taken. The sample was diluted in
Diotol and counted in the scintillation counter. The cpm at
zero time was set to 100%. After incubation, the medium
(containing 75% of total ellipticine cpm) was poured off, and
the cell monolayer was washed twice with medium
(wash = 4.5% of total cpm added) and once with 1 mg trypsin
per ml (trypsin wash = 1.7% of total cpm added). The cells
were then detached with trypsin, resuspended in medium, and
centrifuged. The supernatant contained 5.9% of the total
ellipticine cpm added. The cell pellet was washed twice with
0.9% NaCl solution (wash = 2.4%) and was then extracted
twice with 1-ml portions of water-saturated ethyl acetate
(=17.7%). The cells were then dissolved in Hyamine and
counted (=0.5%). Thus the total recovery was 107.7%.
Usually, the recoveries ranged between 90 and 105%. The
absorbance of the ethyl acetate extract could be determined at
283 nm and was compared with an ellipticine standard curve.
The ellipticine content determined in this manner
corresponded well with the ellipticine content determined on
the basis of cpm.

RESULTS

Effect of Ellipticine on Attachment of Cells to Glass.
Ellipticine at high levels (16.6 Â¿ig/ml)prevented the
attachment of cells to glass, and it also detached cells that had
already attached (Table 1). These effects were much less
evident at 5.5 jug/ml. However, as a precaution, in all
experiments involving DON cells, the supernatant medium was
spun down and the cell pellet was added to the attached cells.

Cell Survival of Asynchronous DON and LI210 Cells
Exposed to Ellipticine. The results (Chart 1) indicate that
L1210 cells were about 4 times more sensitive to ellipticine
than were DON cells. Thus, 50% of the LI 210 cells were killed
after exposure for 1 hr to ellipticine at 1 ;ug/ml, compared
with inhibition of 50% of the DON cells exposed to 4 Â¿igof
the drug per ml for the same length of time. Four-hr exposure
to 3 /jg/ml killed 99.5% of the DON cells while, to achieve a
similar cell kill for LI 210 cells, a 6-hr exposure to 1 jug/mlwas
required.

Inhibition of Macromolecule Synthesis in DON and LI 210
Cells. The results shown in Chart 2 indicate that in DON cells,

Table 1
Effect of ellipticine on attachment o] cells to glass

% cells detached0 at

1h (L1Z10)

Ellipticine
(Mg/ml)016.65.551.85%

cells
attached"90087952hr0131.04hr0749.21.0

x Time-course

" DON cells (2 X 10') were planted on glass, and the cells in the

supernatant were counted after 3.5 hr of incubation.
DON cells were planted on glass and incubated overnight.

Ellipticine was then added, and the detached cells in the supernatant
were counted 2 and 4 hr after the drug was added.

HOURS

Chart 1. Survival of asynchronous DON and LI210 cells after
exposure to ellipticine at different levels for different periods of time.
a, DON cell survival: â€”¿�,the survival of DON cells exposed to different
levels of the drug for 1 hr (average of 3 separate experiments); , the
survival of DON cells exposed to ellipticine, 3 jig/ml, for 1 to 4 hi
(average of 2 separate experiments), b, L1210 cell survival: â€”¿�,the
survival of cells exposed to different levels of the drug for 1.5 hr
(average of 2 separate experiments); , the survival of L1210 cells
exposed to 1 /jg of the drug per ml for different periods.

DNA, RNA, and protein syntheses were inhibited 50% at 1.6,
1.9, and 4.2 Mg/ml, respectively. Fifty % inhibition of DNA,
RNA, and protein syntheses in L1210 cells required 0.5, 0.4,
and 2 Â¿tgof the drug per ml. Thus, LI 210 cells were about 4 to
5 times more sensitive than DON cells.

Response of Synchronous DON Cells. Results with
synchronous DON cells exposed for 1hr in different phases of
the cell cycle are shown in Chart 3. Ellipticine was most toxic
to cells in mitosis and G,. As the cells progressed through S,
their sensitivity to ellipticine decreased, but ellipticine toxicity
increased again as the cells passed through late S or early G2.
Late G2 cells were highly insensitive to the drug. The cells
exposed during the 1st hr after the mitotic cells were planted
(Chart 3) consisted of a mixture of mitotic and early G] cells.
To obtain a pure population of mitotic cells, the progression
of mitotic cells into G! was blocked by Colcemid treatment.
Such a population was exposed to ellipticine, and the cell
survival is shown in Table 2. Ellipticine was highly toxic to
mitotic cells. The percentage of survival of the mixture of
mitotic and early GÃŒcells exposed to ellipticine, 3.33 Aig/ml,
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was 3.5% (Chart 3), compared with 4.6% survival with similar
treatment of pure mitotic cells (Table 1). This indicates that
early G, and mitotic cells were almost equally sensitive to the
drug. Late GÃŒcells (1.5 hr after mitotic cells were planted)
were much less sensitive than were early G] cells (Chart 3).

Inhibition of Macromolecule Synthesis in Synchronous
DON Cells. We attempted to correlate the toxicity of
ellipticine for cells in different phases of the cell cycle to the
inhibition of macromolecule synthesis in those phases. The
results shown in Table 3 indicate that there was no preferential
inhibition of macromolecule synthesis in M or GÃŒcells to
account for the toxicity of the drug to those cells.

Ellipticine Uptake into Synchronous DON Cells. The uptake
of ellipticine-14 C after 1 hr of incubation with cells in

different phases of the cell cycle was measured. The results
(Table 4) show that there was no appreciable difference in
uptake in different phases of the cell cycle.

Effect on Progression through the Cell Cycle. The effect of
exposure of mitotic cells to ellipticine on subsequent
progression of the cells through the cell cycle is shown in
Table 5. The results indicate that 10 ;ug of ellipticine per ml
blocked the completion of mitosis. Furthermore, 2 hr after
removal of the drug, the cells had not recovered and entered S.
Thus, after exposure to 10 Â¿/gof ellipticine per ml, only 1.8%
of the cells were labeled at 4 hr, compared with the 35 and
87% labeling cells in a control culture at 2 and 4 hr,
respectively, after the mitotic cells were planted. At 3.3 jug

100

â€”¿�DON - - L1210

0 2 4 6 8 10
im ml ELLIPTICINE

Chart 2. Inhibition of macromolecule synthesis in DON and L1210
cells. All cells were incubated with drug and radioactive precursor
simultaneously for 1 hr. DON cells: TdR-3H, UdR-5-3H, and L-valine-3H

(generally labeled) were added to give 4 MCi/1 Mg/ml, 3 /jCi/1.5 Mg/ml,
and 5 nCi/23 Mg/ml, respectively. The specific activities of control (no
drug) samples of DNA, RNA, and protein were (per IO6 cells): 9 Â±0.9,
5.7 Â±0.6, and 1.6 Â±0.2 X IO3 cpm, respectively. All samples were in

duplicate. The curve is the average of 2 separate experiments indicated
by â€¢¿�and o. L1210 cells: TdR-3H, UdR-5-'H, and DL-leucine-l-'4C

were added to give 2.6 /iCi/3.25, 2 MCi/3.25, and 0.2 MCi/28 Mg/ml,
respectively. The specific activities of control (no drug) samples of
DNA, RNA, and protein were 4,380, 2,680, and 30,900 cpm/Mg,
respectively. RNA content was determined by the orcinol method (8),
DNA content was determined by Burton's modification of the

diphenylamine method (5), and protein content was determined by the
procedure of Oyama and Eagle (17).

10

5

VI

If

0.1
2 4 6 8 10

HOURS FROM PLANTING MITOTIC CELLS
12

Chart 3. Sensitivity of synchronous DON cells to ellipticine. Cells
were exposed to the drug for 1-hr periods at different times after
mitotic cells were planted. The drug was removed after 1 hr, and the
cells were diluted and planted in 12 plates for each sample. Colonies
were counted after 7 to 8 days of incubation. The coefficient of
variation in percentage survival was about 15%. The times shown are
halfway points in the period of exposure, i.e., the survival of cells
exposed at Hr 1 after planting and harvested at Hr 2 is shown at Hr 1.5.

Table 2
Survival of mitotic cells exposed to ellipticine

Mitotic DON cells were simultaneously exposed to Colcemid (0.06
Mg/ml) and ellipticine for 1 hr. The drug and Colcemid were then
removed by washing, and the cells were diluted and planted for a
determination of percentage of survival. The survival of control cells
was normalized to 100%.

Ellipticine
(Mg/ml)

Survival of
M cells (%)

0 (control)
3.33
1.1

100
4.6

11.4

ellipticine per ml, the mitotic block was minimal and, at 1.1
jug/ml, there was no mitotic block. The progression of the cells
from G] into S was moderately inhibited at 3.3 Mg/ml and was
minimally inhibited at 1.1 jug/ml. The progression of G2 cells
into mitosis was blocked when asynchronous cells were
exposed to ellipticine (Chart 4). At a drug dose of 1.25 jug/ml,
the progression of G2 cells into mitosis was almost completely
blocked. However, at this level of drug, the cells progressed
almost normally from G( into S (Table 5).
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Table 3
Inhibition of macromolecule synthesis in synchronous DON cells

Mitotic DON cells were planted and exposed simultaneously to drug and radioactive
precursor for 1 hr at the times indicated, except for those described in Footnote a. TdR-3H,
UdR-5-3H, and L-valine-3H were added to give 7 MCi/Mg/ml,6 MCi/Mg/ml,and 10 Â¿Â¿Ci/23Me/ml,
respectively. Control cells incorporated TdR-3H to give specific activities ranging between 1.09
and 1.53 X 10s cpm/106 cells at different times in the cell cycle. Control cells incorporated
UdR-5-3H to give specific activities ranging between 2.7 X IO3 cpm/106 (0 to 1 hr) and
2.6 X 10" cpm/106 cells. Control cells incorporated valine-3H to give specific activities ranging
between 2.5 X IO3 (0 to 1 hr) and 7.4 X IO3 cpm per IO6 cells. All samples were in duplicate,
and the results are usually the average of 2 separate experiments, Â±S.D.

Duration
of drug

exposure(hr)0-11-23-44-55-66-78-9CellmeansM

+G,G,SSssS

+ GjEllipticine(Mg/ml)61.561.561.561.561.561.561.5%

inhibitionDNA80

Â±5Â°47a71

Â±1242.5Â°67Â°62a71

Â±113475

Â±73972

Â±1049RNA72

Â±4075

Â±3881

Â±78

Â±78

Â±5475

+53262552Protein70

Â±7366

Â±774644135

" The cells were exposed to drug for 1 hr, following which the drug was removed. The cell

monolayer was washed with medium, and then was incubated with fresh medium. Four hr after
planting, TdR-3H was added, and the cells were incubated for 1 hr. The cells were then
harvested and the cpm/106 cells was determined.

Tab le 4
Uptake of ellipticine- ' *C into synchronous DON cells

Mitotic cells (about 3X IO6) were planted on glass and incubated
with ellipt icine-'4 C for 1 hr at different times after planting.
Ellipticine-l-"'C (1.429 mCi/mmole) was added to give 2.5 Mg/ml.

After 1 hr of incubation, the cells were harvested, and ellipticine uptake
into the cells was determined by the procedure described in "Materials
and Methods." Under the conditions of the experiment, 1 /jg ellipticine
gave 1.17X IO4 cpm. About 12% of the drug added was present in the

cells.

Hr after planting
mitoticcells0-11-23-45-68-99-10CellphasesM

+G,G,SSS

+G2G2
+MEllipticine

uptake
per culture(Mg)3.02.83.33.153.23.84

Chromosome Aberrations Caused by Ellipticine.
Chromosome aberrations in DON cells treated with ellipticine
are shown in Fig. 1. Ellipticine altered the surface properties
of the chromosomes so that they tended to clump together
(not shown in the figure). Achromatic gaps and chromatid
breaks are shown in Fig. 1ft. Several asymmetrical chromatid
interchanges are shown in Fig. lc, and d, and fragmented
chromosomes are shown in Fig. id.

The percentages of cells with abnormal chromosomes,

Table 5
Effect on completion of mitosis and progression into S

Mitotic DON cells were planted and exposed to ellipticine for 2 hr.
One set of bottles was harvested at this time, and the mitotic index was
determined. The drug was washed off from the 2nd set of bottles, and
the cells were incubated with fresh medium. Two hr later (i.e., 4 hr
after mitotic cells were planted), the cells were labeled by exposure to
TdR-3H (2 MCi/ml, 6.7 Ci/mmole) for 30 min.

Exposuretime(hr)0-20-20-20-2Ellipticine(Mg/ml)01.13.310%mitoticat
2hr0.808.599%

labeledat
4hr87.275561.8

obtained after exposure to different levels of ellipticine, are
shown in Table 6. The results indicate that chromosome
damage occurs in a high percentage of the cells.

Binding of Drug to DNA. The spectra of ellipticine changed
markedly when the drug was mixed with DNA, with marked
changes in absorption at 238, 247, 298, and 316 nm. The
difference spectra obtained when various nucleic acid
preparations were mixed with ellipticine are given in Table 7.
These results indicated the following: (a) Both RNA and DNA
caused spectral changes in ellipticine, although the change
caused by DNA was slightly greater than that caused by RNA;
(b) there was a definite correlation between the amount of
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Control/

0.62 iig/ml
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2.5 |ig/ml

lili11234

HOURSihibition

of mitosis by ellipticine. Asynchronous DON
ultaneously exposed to ellipticine and Colcemid (0.06

/ere harvested at Hr 1, 2, and 4, and mitotic indices were
bout 1000 cells were counted in each case. At higher
cine, the chromosomesclumped.Table

6
iromosome aberrations caused by elliplicine
(about 5 X IO6) in a monolayer were exposed to

5 to 8 hr. One hr before harvest, Colcemid was added.
: harvested, and slides were prepared for microscopic
etween 30 and 50 cells with good chromosome spreads
The percentage abnormal cells indicates the number of
mpinf. of chromosomes or with chromatid breaksorEllipticine

Hr of time % abnormal
(Â¿ig/ml) exposure (hr)cells0

2.5
0.375 5 29
0.375 8 39
0.75 5 51
0.75 8 79.4
1.5 8 93.1pattern

was not seen with ellipticine, indicating that it is not a
phase-specific agent. However, the dose-survival curves for
ellipticine with both DON and LI 2 10 cells had several
different slopes, suggesting the presence of cell populations
with different sensitivities to the drug. Such a pattern has been
seen for other phase-nonspecific agents (2, 15). Mauro and
Madoc-Jones (15), in studying several drugs, observed a
shoulder region preceding the exponential portion of the
curve. The presence of a shoulder region suggests that cells
accumulate damage, which ultimately leads to lethal effect,
while survivors have sublethal damage, which is repaired (9). A
shoulder region was not observed with dose-survival curves of
either DON or L12 10 cells.

The characteristics of the synchronous DON cell population
used in this study was described previously (2). Those studies
indicated that, whereas the cells moved in synchrony through
GI and early S, there was some loss of synchrony by thetimeTable

7
Difference spectra of ellipticine read against the same

solution containing DNA, RNA, or polynucleotides
All substances were dissolved in 0.01 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.4. One ml of

solution containing 20 Â¿igof the nucleic acids per ml was mixed with 1
ml of ellipticine of different concentrations. The yeast RNA, T5 phage
DNA, and poly[d(A-T)| and poly[d(G-C)] were obtained from Miles
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.A

AbsorbanceatEllipticine

(Mg/ml) 247 nm 298-303 nm 316nmT5

phage DNA 5 -0.27 +0.21
10 -0.69 +0.14
20 0 -1.01 +0.16

Poly[d(A-T)| 5 -0.32 +0.11
10 -0.47 +0.14
20 0 -0.53 +0.07

Poly[d(G-C)l 5 +0.06 0
10 +0.18 0
20 0 +0.3 0

Yeast RNA 5 -0.03 -0.19 +0.07
10 -0.16 -0.61 +0.07
20 -0.26 -1.02 +0.27

ellipticine added and the spectral change; (c) the spectral
change caused by poly[d(A-T)] was definitely greater than
that with poly [d(G-C)].

The effect of ellipticine on the melting temperature (Tm) of
various DNA is shown in Table 8. The results indicate that
with increasing concentrations of ellipticine the Tm of DNA
increased and, at a similar ratio of ellipticine to DNA,
maximum increase in Tm was obtained with poly [d(A-T)].

DISCUSSION

Bruce et al. (4) have classified a number of chemothera-
peutic agents into phase-specific and phase-nonspecific groups.
Phase-specific agents such as cytosine arabinoside and
hydroxyurea (2, 15) give dose-survival curves that decrease to
a constant saturation value at high doses, indicating that they
kill cells in 1 portion of the cell cycle. Such a dose-survival

Table 8
Effect of ellipticine on the melting temperature (Tm) of DNA

The Tm values were determined in a medium of 2 mM NaCl-2 mM
Tris-HCl, pH 7.4.

DNATs

phageDNAPoly[d(A-T)lPoly[d(G-C)lEllipticine

(jugA26â€ž¿�/unitDNA)04.559.100.330.671.332.6600.86Tm65.2Â°76824142.544.546.5547575*Tm10.8Â°16.81.53.55.5130
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the cells started entering G2. Such loss of synchrony is due to
the variations in intermitotic times of individual cells, as
shown by Sisken (18). Even with this decay of synchrony, the
cells in M and early G! were about 60-fold more sensitive to
the drug (at 10 fig/mi) than were cells in late S and G2. The
greater sensitivity of M and G, cells compared with that of
cells in G2 was also observed at doses of 3.3 and 0.36 /ng
ellipticine per ml. Previous results reported from our
laboratories (2) indicated that cells in M and early G| were
about 250 times more sensitive than cells in G2. Although the
present results differ quantitatively from those reported
previously (2), the pattern of drug sensitivity of cells in
different phases remain essentially the same.

Since DON cells have an unusually short G! period (about 1
to 2 hr), we cannot say whether the results (indicating the
extreme sensitivity of the early Gj cells) will also be applicable
to other cell lines with long G, periods.

Ellipticine inhibited DNA and RNA synthesis more than
protein synthesis, both in DON and L1210 cells. The greater
inhibition of macromolecule synthesis in LI 210 cells
compared with that in DON cells correlates with the greater
cytotoxicity of the drug for the former cell line.

We attempted to correlate the greater drug sensitivity of M
and G! cells to the inhibition of macromolecule synthesis. In 1
type of experiment, ellipticine was added, together with
radioactive precursor, in different phases of the cell cycle, and
the inhibition of macromolecule synthesis was measured. The
results (Table 3) indicate that there was no significant
difference in the inhibition of DNA and RNA synthesis at
different times in the cell cycle. Protein synthesis was
inhibited more when the drug was added to cells in M and GÃŒ
than when it was added to cells in G2. However, the difference
in inhibition is probably not large enough to account for the
extreme sensitivity of M and G, cells, compared with that of
G2 cells.

It is also possible that the addition of drug to cells in M and
G| could inhibit subsequent synthesis of DNA and RNA when
the cells entered S, which could account for the sensitivity of
M and G, cells. Such a pattern of inhibition was reported for
neocarzinostatin by Kumagai et al. (13). The addition of
ellipticine to cells in M and G, did not cause greater inhibition
of DNA synthesis than was caused when the drug was added in
early S. However, these measurements of macromolecule
synthesis indicate the degree of inhibition of total
macromolecule synthesis, but they do not indicate what type
of DNA, RNA, or protein was inhibited.

The amount of ellipticine taken up by cells in different
parts of the cell cycle was approximately similar. The major
part (about 95%) of the ellipticine taken up was not tightly
bound and could be extracted from the cell by water-saturated
ethyl acetate. The amount of ellipticine that was not
extractable by ethyl acetate was probably covalently bound to
some cell constituent (DNA?) and was the same in different
parts of the cell cycle. The ellipticine-14 C incorporated into

the DON cells and extractable with ethyl acetate was
chromatographed and found to be present as ellipticine.

Creech and Bono (6) reported that ellipticine interacts with
DNA, presumably by intercalation, and thereby inhibits
DNA-directed RNA synthesis. Our results indicate that

ellipticine binds to poly[d(A-T)] to a greater extent than
poly[d(G-C)].

Although high levels (10 ng/m\) of ellipticine completely
blocked the completion of mitotic division (Table 5), with a
drug dose of 1.1 Me/ml, mitotic division was completed and
cells progressed almost normally into S. However, at about this
level (1.25 jug/ml) of drug, the progression of G2 cells into M
was almost completely blocked (Chart 4). Tobey (20) reported
similar results with ellipticine in CHO cells.

Ellipticine caused marked chromosomal damage in DON
cells, which might be expected, since the drug binds to DNA.
The percentage of cells with abnormal chromosomes was
similar to the percentage of cell kill obtained after similar
exposure to the drug. Thus, with 0.75 /ug ellipticine per ml,
65% of the cells were killed after 4 hr of exposure, and 51% of
the cells had abnormal chromosomes. Ellipticine, at 0.375
jug/ml, killed 42% of the cells, and 29% of the cells had
abnormal chromosomes.

Knowledge of the phase specificity of agents should enable
us to devise rational drug combinations. Ellipticine is
maximally cytotoxic to cells in M and early G,. Therefore, if
asychronous cells were partially synchronized by pretreatment
with Colcemid or vincristine and then were treated with
ellipticine, maximum cell kill would be obtained. Such
combination studies are in progress.
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Id

Fig. 1. Chromosome damage caused by elliplicine: a, conlrol (no drug) cells; b, d, DON cells were exposed to ellipticine at 1.5 /Jg/ml for 8 hr
following which Ihe slides were prepared; c, DON cells were exposed lo 3 Mgelliplicine per ml for 2 hr. Then Ihe cells were cenlrifuged and grown
in fresh medium for 6 hr, following which Ihe slides were prepared. In b, arrows indicale chromalid breaks and gaps; in c, arrow indicales
chromalid inlerchange.
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